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Postgraduate fellowship at Università Iuav di Venezia - call for application.
Title: Greening the maritime sectors through Maritime Spatial Planning: upscaling results at European level
Scientific Sector: Spatial Planning Techniques ICAR 20
Duration: 7 months
Professor in charge: prof. Francesco Musco
Call for 1 Postgraduate Fellowship at Università Iuav di Venezia

Action: MSP-GREEN project, Maritime Spatial Planning as Enabler of the European Green Deal

Title of the research: Greening the maritime sectors through Maritime Spatial Planning: upscaling results at European level

The University Iuav of Venice,
Recalling the statute of the University Iuav of Venice issued by Rectoral Decree on July 30, 2018, No. 352;
Recalling the internal regulation for the awarding of post-graduate scholarships and research activities issued by Rectoral Decree No. 51 on February 18, 2016;
Referring to Rectoral Decree Rep. 241/2022 Prot. No. 29050 of May 10, 2022, authorizing the participation of Iuav, as an affiliated partner to CORILA (Consortium for the Coordination of Research on the Lagoon System of Venice), in the MSP_GREEN project, with Prof. Francesco Musco as the scientific supervisor;
Confirming the signing of the Grant Agreement, the contract related to the funding of the MSP_GREEN project, entered into between CINEA, the European Climate, Infrastructure, and Environment Executive Agency (granting authority for the European Commission), and the project leader CORILA, acquired under Prot. No. 68549 on November 4, 2022;
Referring to the Declaration of Honour signed by the Rector and registered under Prot. No. 29326 on May 11, 2022, concerning the university's commitment to the implementation of project activities in case of funding approval;
Considering that the MSP_GREEN project assigns to Iuav the role of an affiliated partner to CORILA, with a budget of €223,030.80, funded with €178,424.64 by
the European Maritime, Fisheries and Aquaculture Fund and co-financed by the university with €44,606.16 in terms of valorization of hours worked by the structured personnel involved in the project;

Having seen the decree of the Director-General rep. No. 716-2022 prot. No. 74002 of December 15, 2022, approving non-discretionary variations to the 2022 budget: project: "PRJ-0211",

is awarding

n. 1 Postgraduate Fellowship, for a duration of 7 months.

Professor in charge of the research: Prof. Francesco Musco

Duration and starting date: the fellowship lasts 7 months. The expected starting date is after the end of the selection procedure.

Research Fellowship Amount: 10,010 Euro (total for 7 months), paid in monthly rates of 1,430,00 Euro

Deadline for application: 22nd March 2024

Context:
Brief description of the study or research program within which the scholarship holder's activities will take place:

The research project is part of the MSP-GREEN project, Maritime Spatial Planning as Enabler of the European Green Deal. As part of the project, activities to scale up results to the European level require a figure with extensive knowledge of European participatory processes and the science-policy interface. The main activities are located within WP4. - “Towards a Greener MSP for Europe: scaling-up and innovating” that gathers the outcomes from WP2 and WP3 and elaborates them to be shared across the EU and the sea-basins. Recommendations will be prepared, addressed to EU MSP Authorities of the five regional sea-basins.

The project has the following objectives: 1) to contribute to the drafting of recommendations at the European level derived from the results of WP2 and 3; 2) to contribute to the organization of the basin and European events planned by the project; and 3) to contribute to the exchange of knowledge in the MSP field by fostering research on how planning can contribute to the European green deal.

The expected outputs are:
1) contribution to the project deliverable containing the recommendations at the European level; 2) contribution to the reports of the events planned in WP4; 3) dissemination and capitalization of the project results at international-level conferences and third-party events. 4) participation in the writing of, at least, 1 scientific article;

Candidate profile

Postgraduate in Urban Planning, Geography, Conservation, Zoology, Ecology and equivalent

Prior qualifications in the field of environmental conservation may be valued as preferential
Location
At Cluster Epic, Iuav University of Venice-Ca 'Tron Santa Croce 1960 - Venice and partner research centres in Europe

How to apply
The application must be submitted, at the risk of exclusion, electronically, using the dedicated computer application on the page: https://pica.cineca.it/iuav/
starting from 1:00 PM on March 7, 2024, and no later than 1:00 PM on March 22, 2024.

Evaluation Procedure and Commission
The Evaluation Commission is established according to the rules for the awarding of post-graduate study and research activity fellowships of Università Iuav di Venezia.

The Commission defines the general evaluation criteria. The Commission compiles a ranking and specifies the winning applicant, having regard to the score appointed to experience and qualifications, as specified by the Call.

Awarding of the Research Fellowship
Having received the ranking list of the commission, the Administrative Executive in charge for the selection issues the ranking of successful candidates. The ranking list will be published on the official website of Università Iuav di Venezia.

The successful candidate will have to express his/her acceptance within ten days after receipt of notice and sign the fellowship contract.

By signing the contract, the candidate assumes the rights and obligations provided for in the Rules for the awarding of post-graduate study and research activity fellowships of Università Iuav di Venezia.

In case of rejection, the fellowship will be assigned to the candidate immediately following in the ranking list.

Incompatibility and termination
The fellowship is incompatible with:

- other scholarships or fellowships for any reason whatsoever, except those awarded by national or foreign institutions needed to integrate with travels abroad the research activity of the fellow;
- the frequency of PhD programs with scholarship, in Italy and abroad;
- other research grants;
- any other employment contract

Università Iuav di Venezia has the right to declare in any moment the termination of the fellowship and connected grant in case of non-full-compliance with the provisions (including in particular expected responsibilities and deliverables) of this call for application,
For further information please contact the officer in charge for the administrative procedure: Barbara Galzignato, Head of Research Office, tel. +39 041/2571873 – e-mail: ricerca@luav.it